During July – September, FSLC partners assisted 5,918 people (or 59%) out of 10,014 people targeted in 2021 HRP. It is 81% higher than the second quarter of 2021 achievement – 3,270 people assisted. Cumulatively, 15,239 beneficiaries were assisted throughout January – September 2021, that exceeds the number of total people targeted by 52%. The contributors for the third quarter report in GCA locations are NRC (77% of all people assisted in Q3), followed by URCS (7.4%), FAO (3% of people and 23 institutions assisted), IOM (2%) and DRC (1.4%). Other partners operating in NGCA contributed 9% providing livelihood agricultural grants and assets.

The need to protect and scale up livelihood activities remains high, including promoting community-level resilience to shocks.

**PEOPLE TARGETED**

- **GCA**: 8,774
- **NGCA**: 1,300

**PEOPLE ASSISTED**

- **GCA**: 5,396
- **NGCA**: 618

**Response modality**

- Livelihood non-agricultural grants: 11%
- Livelihood agricultural grants and assets: 3%
- Training extension and advisory services (agricultural): 3%
- Trainings and capacity-building events (non-agricultural): 1%
- Community level resilience to shocks: 0.30%
- In-kind livelihood assets: 0.03%
- Job creation grants or access to employment: 0.02%

**PARTNERS**

5 FSL Cluster partners provided livelihood support (3 INGOs, 2 UN agencies)

**CONTACT LINE**

info.ukraine@fscluster.org